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About This Game

From the minds of Avenged Sevenfold comes Hail to the King: Deathbat.

Deathbat is a 3rd person, action adventure RPG, a throwback to the classics of yesteryear. The game’s story is based on the
mythical origin of the Deathbat, Avenged Sevenfold’s logo and mascot. The game’s design is not for the faint of heart as players
will need to traverse the underworld, combat skillful undead, and best unforgiving bosses. The epic story follows Andronikos,

the resurrected King of the Underworld and the embodiment of the Deathbat, who is tasked with reclaiming the lands of Haides
from the despotic Dark Andronikos. Along the way you’ll mix and match brutal melee combat with projectile magic attacks

battling through beautifully designed and hellish landscapes inspired by the band’s iconic discography and artwork. Interact with
characters along the way to solve puzzles and unlock the mysteries of Moros Island.

Hail to the King: Deathbat features classic Avenged Sevenfold tracks along with a new and original score, composed by the
band in the immortal tradition of 8-bit masterpieces like Castlevania.

Features:
-Game tells the fictional origin story of the Deathbat

-Play through levels inspired by Avenged Sevenfold’s catalog
-Earn the ability to play as members of the band throughout the game

-Features an original score, written by Avenged Sevenfold for the game
-7 new paintings by artist Cam Rackam

-14 pieces of never-before seen artwork intended for use in earlier albums
-Jimmy ”The Rev” Sullivan plays an integral part in the storyline and can be unlocked
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-Rich, immersive storyline that will appeal to gamers and fans of the band alike
-Interact with non-playable characters to learn about and solve the mysteries of the island
-Unlock new weapons and magical abilities to defeat enemy hoards and difficult bosses

-10-12 hours of gameplay
-Additional “Nightmare Mode” for those who are able to beat the regular game (adds an additional 10-12 hours of gameplay)

This version of the game is upgraded from the version available on iOS and Android with higher resolution textures and
controller support. All in-game purchases have been removed.
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Title: Hail to the King: Deathbat
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Subscience Studios
Publisher:
Avenged Sevenfold
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible Audio

English,French,Italian,German,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Portuguese
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I'm about 2 hours in but I was reading a bit slow so we can round that down to an hour and a half maybe? Anyway, I'm really
liking this game so far since the characters have great designs and personality but I have yet to come to any choice. It seems to
be hinting at a pretty big story so maybe I still have to slog through more exposition. If you're looking for something quick to
play and get through you might want to look somewhere else but if you like the art and characters I say you may as well get this
while it's on sale!
P.S Everyone is great but Flan and Jo are adorable.. EDIT: While I still don't recommend The Simple Apocalypse, the quick
response from the devs about the issues I had with the game makes me give them respect :)
I'll keep my original review and mark anything that's changed.

THE GOOD:
Great graphics: I love low-poly and the voxel style characters look fantastic!
Awesome maps: The maps are large and offer a lot of options. Most buildings allow you to "enter" them which will teleport you
onto the roof, which is great since ladders don't work!
Controls work well enough: Everything works the way you'd think with player movement. The aiming is very smooth.
Scanner works great*: You'll have a scanner button on a cooldown that can locate enemies or items on the ground.
Player Customization: Very cool that you can buy all sorts of skins from points you'll earn by playing.
Customizing your game is none-existant right now but patches are preparing for more options in the future. Personally I feel this
is when The Simple Apocalypse will be worth picking up. I like setting up off-the-wall games with friends.

THE BAD:
Third Person feels great, but your reticle is in the wrong place. Often you'll have your target on an enemy only to have your
shots hitting a wall, while changing to first person, you'll be able to hit the same enemy without issue. Originally it was much
worse than it is now, so I can't complain, just wanted those who aren't sure on the gunplay to know the mechanics.
Poor ai has seen a big improvement after some patches. The zombies still run straight for you (as they should), but the enemy
projectiles and aiming has been tweaked and isn't so aim-bot.
Vehicles are sluggish: Vehicles are fun and overpowered, but the acceleration is way too slow. It wouldn't be so much of an issue
if the streets weren't so tiny and you didn't get stuck on every little item in the map which forces you to accelerate from 0.
You drop your weapon when you go into a vehicle: I don't know why this is even in the game. I guess the vehicle counts as a gun
pickup? Or maybe it's to prevent everyone from using them?

Overall, I still can't recommend The Simple Apocalypse at the moment. The game is worth the asking price to be sure, and the
recent \/ quick patch response is great, but what can I say? I still get bored before the round is even over and have had more fun
on Roblox Zombie games.
Once match customization gets added, or a proper infection mode where one or more players start as zombies, trying to kill \/
"turn" human players to their side, then I'll definitely recommend.. The game where I hate the BOT opponent.

 PROS:

 - Art Style
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 - Various Maps
 - Easy Controls & Smooth movement
 - Coop
 - Free to Play

 CONS:

 - Is not Online Coop as it says on Store Page . Highly addictive Rogue-like game, the gameplay is really fun and a lot similar
to Rogue Legacy but instead of side-scrolling you slide down till you reach the bottom of the level where you fight a boss then
you can proceed to the next stage.
at the start of each playthrough you have a choice between 3 randomly generated characters with different attributes, choose
what best suits your type of playing and proceed, you character starts at level 1 everytime but there are upgrades you can buy
before starting the game with the money you collected from your previous runs, you can even buy level ups to your character
and skip stages with that money.
the game is really fun and addictive, the soundtrack is good and the graphics aren't bad at all, and like all Rogue-like
games, if you like it you will end up spending tens of hours in this game and you will never regret spending your money on it.
highly recommended of course.. I am not recommending this game at this time. Not because of anything I experienced in
game. I am not recommending this game because after two months of owning it I am still unable to rebind the keys to be able
to play the game properly. I have reached out to the devs on a few occasions (directly on discord) about the key binding issue
but nothing has been addressed. In my opinion the rebinding of keys should be handled at the rudimentary stages of a game's
development well before EA access funding. Assuming this gets addressed in the future I will make the appropriate changes
to the review.

*edit*

Well its been two months since the review and nothing has changed with the key binding issue. Enjoy my money Warhorn I
only wish I got to enjoy your game.. 100x Better part of the Fox Hime series! You can definitely see how game has changed
and new effects are added, main character isn't sooo annoying as in first part, not acting like pu*** anylonger, but if you
want to feel more connected and understand story plot you should definitely play:

1 -> fox hime 2 -> Fox Hime Zero

if you still don't understand connection play
Fox Hime again : )

I love second part but after connecting fact it can break your heart.. great little game. XING is a game where you explore
lovely environments and solve fun puzzles whilst unfolding the extremely powerful stories of characters who had passed. The
game has wonderful soundtrack, great graphics, gameplay, puzzle dynamics and an easy learning curve for first time puzzle
adventure players. Although the puzzles are not as complex as games such as Myst, I would still definitely recommend to all
adventure puzzle enthusiasts.

Thank you White Lotus for a very memorable and great experience.
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Good story but it's the humor and street smarts of Harper that made me finish this. Wouldn't mind seeing more games with the
Harper/Helliwell (Harpwell? Helliweller?) combo!. My game never came with friends. This reveiw contains spoilers.

A fun little romp during the early days of superhumans. While not as polished as the author's former work, Best of Us does
serve to entertain albeit not for too long. While it does create the feel of emerging superhumans trying to figure out their place
in the world, it divides its cast too early. You hardly get to know the Superman and Batman pastiches before they force you to
choose a side. Having played both sides I have to say that the leader of the "Freedom" faction is a lot less scummy that the
obviously evil politician heading the "order" faction.

The fact that the first thing the "order" faction does is incarcerate even those superhumans who willingly stood down, in effect
criminalizing those superhumans who tried to stick to the straight and narrow, robs Aurora of much of her argument. The game
presents her as someone who is too idealistic and as someone who blindly trusts the authorities to do the right thing. Since the
superhumans are already in jail for the crime of having powers (something that should have broken the US constitution into
little itty-bitty pieces) at what point exactly would she realize the forces she has aligned herself with are not even remotely
benevolent? When they break out the Zyklon-B? When they hire a modern Dr Mengele? When they start digging mass graves?
How about when they give her a new snazzy costume by Versace with jackboots and an iron cross?

One the flip side, the "freedom" faction's leader is friendly, flirtatious and plans a jailbreak for incarcerated superhumans. The
end game of the "freedom" faction is exposing the crimes of a corrupt politician. No huge anarchic break down of social order,
in fact it is shown that the more sinister actions by members of that faction were due to fanatics acting out on their own once
their leader got caught. So while they do attack both Federal and private property, both were essentially surgical strikes to
expose an enemy. Effectively being on the "order" side is a lot more morally shady that otherwise. The moral greyness is less
two shades of grey as off-white and slate. If you were looking for a complex moral dilemma, look elsewhere.

Overall, it would give this a recommendation for its setting and the fun to be had. Its basically candy, it tastes good but its none
too filling.. AI arcade space action - You will never spent a better \u00a31.99.
Pulse pounding not stop action. with some nice missions and upgrades.
The 3d flight engine is very good.
Great sound and grafixs. playing at 2050x1080 looks good.
Music is "classic" and fits perfectly,
Play with kb\/mouse or joystick. VR does not make a bad game good! (Here is my video review if that is your preferred
medium.) https:\/\/youtu.be\/amVnDOhxtT8 This is a game that has three things: Zombies, Shooting, and.... I lied, it only has
two things. I'm so ready for the trend of bad games coming out that try and hack it with the addition of VR support tacked on.
This game is so dull that it doesn't even make you replay from the start of the stage when you die. There is no menu or quit
option, meaning you have to alt tab out and close from the task bar when done - which will be in 10 min or less. There are
multiple on rails stages that drop you at certain points and then you shoot rapidly shambling zombies in basketball jerseys. The
game is dull to look at, dull to play and dull. Don't waste your time or money on this title.. Looks great!. good old worm blast.
gameplay so smooth much fun at 2 player, small price.... Pro:
- Art, sound and atmosphere are great.
- The "combat"-system is quite original – weird, but enjoyable after you got into it.
- The story is nice, but a bit overstretched for my taste.

Con:
- This game lacks balancing, bug fixing and suffers from clunky controls.
- Somewhat slow movement

When the negative aspects made me dump this game the first time, the awesome atmosphere made me come back. Then I
resigned a second time due to some annoying bugs. Now half a year is gone, and I still wonder whether I should give it another
try. That means something since normally I don't even give games a second chance. But the atmosphere ... it just hooked me.
So I recommend this game for the experience, but be warned of all the frustration that's waiting for you.. It can be fun if you're
into second hand cringe.

What I really didn't expect is for protagonist to be gay. I like to have my games with some semblance of realism that fits into the
narrative. An obviously feminine male, with feminine hair style, voice and body language approaching women for sex triggers
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uncanny valley response for me.

Not that there is anything wrong with being gay (please don't ban me), but combined with the game setting, it just makes no
sense.
. I actually likee beards. So it's cool yea!
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